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Introducing: Newly-appointed CDO 
Tomas Gomez-Arias works to support diversity and inclusivity 
TOMAS GOMEZ-ARIAS (right) takes his seat as the new Chief Diversity Officer (Courtesy of Economics and Business Adminstration). 
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS 
I J J EL l(lR 
"Diversity makes us. We know that 
creative energy appears when we have dif-
ference. Ifwe all come from the same back-
ground, think the same, agree on everything, 
then why bother?" said Tomas Gomez-Arias, 
fi i th h olofEc 
Business Administration (SEBA) named 
Chief Diversity Officer (CDO) of Saint 
Mary's College one month ago. 
Although Gomez-Arias' appointment 
as CDO is recent, he has been a member 
of the College Committee for Inclusive 
Excellent (CCIE) for the past eight years. 
Gomez-Arias' personal experiences have 
also shaped his world views concerning 
diversity. "I'm originally from Spain ... ! was 
able to take a look at the diversity of the 
[United States] from an external perspec-
tive. It allowed me a very interesting view 
on how different groups interact with each 
other," he said. Gomez-Arias' travels to Asia 
also allowed him "to experience different 
demographic make ups and see how ethnic 
groups interact with each other in a context 
that is completely different from the U.S." 
Gomez-Arias explained how his children's 
background - they were born in Asia to ·a 
Spanish father, grew up in the States, and 
they speak three languages - also allowed 
him to be "somewhat familiar with some of 
the issues of how individuals identify and 
the complexity and multinationality of 
those identities." 
· ·ob· 
velop goals and strategies regarding diver-
sity on campus. In past years, the creation 
and development of the Women's Resource 
Center, the Bias Incident Response Team, 
and the CCIE has worked to create a more 
inclusive and supportive community at the 
College. 
In the future, Gomez-Arias plans to "de-
velop strategies to support students from 
groups traditionally underrepresented in 
college ... the student body has grown much 
more diverse than the faculty body." He 
hopes that by the end of the semester a 
program will be set in place to help search 
committees create more diverse pools of 
applicants. "Inclusive excellence" is one of 
the vague terms that students, faculty, and 
staff hear frequently at the College. 
According to Gomez-Arias, "Excellence 
means we want to be better and better 
across many dimensions. It's not about 
watering down anything; it's not about 
watering down our identity; it's not about 
watering down our academics. It's quite 
the opposite. This is a process of demand-
ing more and more from ourselves. But you 
cannot have excellence unless it is inclus.ive, 
t. usofeolby 
the wayside." 
When asked about retention rates, Go-
mez-Arias said in terms of Latino students 
the College has been successful thus far. 
However, the same was not said forAfrican-
American students. Finding conclusive 
data for faculty retention rates has proved 
difficult because the College has a relatively 
small number of faculty members. 
Gomez-Arias does not believe the cam-
pus climate on issues of race has greatly 
improved since the creation of his job, but 
it has helped to start and continue conversa-
tions. "When people talk to you about ways 
they feel hurt, ways they don't feel com-
fortable, that's something we have to face." 
Gomez-Arias stated. "We've made great 
progress over these years, but we are not 
perfect and we have to acknowledge that." 
Faculty working to create 24-hour campus 
BY AEDAN RICHTER 
) NK -ER 
When asked about the College's plans 
to become a 24-hour campus, Associ-
ate Dean of Students Jim Sciuto's first 
response was, "I wish there was a switch 
I could flip, but in reality this is going to 
be a sustained effort." 
The campus is starting to work on 
implementing small changes, while still 
keeping their eyes set on the big picture. 
The Strategic Plan includes a goal to 
"become a 24/ 7 campus that provides 
multiple access points for interaction, 
comfort, engagement, and transactions 
in support of a more vibrant and active 
campus life, which increasingly engages 
the local community." 
Currently, the College is working on 
creating more weekend programs. "Resi-
dent Advisors (RAs) need to know they 
can throw a Friday night event and have 
people show up and have it be a success," 
said Sciuto. "It's a change in mindset for 
campus staff that needs to happen first." 
Another topic brought into discussion 
was improving the laundry facilities, so 
laundry becomes less of a stress for stu-
dents. Other solutions include creating 
a better parking situation for commuter 
students, as well as putting up more bike 
racks. All of these individual components 
help build on the idea of what a 24/7 cam-
pus looks like. 
Some long-term goals include: building 
a new residence hall, a student lounge, 
and even a student activities center. The 
College recognizes that there aren't many 
places on campus for students to simply 
hang out. 
However, it is also a lot more compli-
cated than just building a new residence 
hall. The College has considerations in-
cluding: another place for students to eat 
and the possibly a 24-hour grocery store. 
The College is also working on chang-
ing the hours of various student ser-
vices. The Counseling Center has already 
shifted their hours in order to see more 
students in the evenings, and it has in-
creasingly been working with graduate 
students. 
Having the mail room open on week-
ends and the Health and Wellness Center 
could potentially improve students' lives. 
One issue is finding people who will work 
on the weekends. The College hopes to 
improve transportation for students 
without cars. Sciuto joked, "This campus 
is like a double-edged sword. It's beauti-
ful but at the same time in the middle of 
nowhere." 
Saint Mary's will also work with Sodexo 
to develop different ways of providing 
food for students, be it adding more food 
options, changing their operating hours, 
or adding a second dining hall. 
All of these options are important to 
the administration . Getting feedback 
from students is an important step. 
A Residential Strategy Committee in 
charge of getting feedback from students 
is being implemented this year. 
"Student voices are really important 
to us," Sciuto said. "You are really going 
to drive what these places look like." 
Students were given an opportunity to 
air their griefs and voice their ideas for 




BEYOND THE BUBBLE 
Get a quick update on the latest 
national and international news, 
from Mexican drug lord, El Cha po, to 
China's declining oil prices. P 
CAMPUS SNAPSHOTS 
Check out this week's issue of 
campus snapshots to see how 
traveling students are spending 
their first week off campus. 
CULTURE 
15 TRENDS THAT NEED TO GO 
With the ringing of a new year, 
see what trends in 2015 need 
to be left behind. PAGEL' 
MOVIE REVIEW ON THE BIG SHORT 
The film deals with relevant, but 
controversial issues following the 
financial crisis of2007-2008. P 
OPINION 
TEXAS PASSES NEW GUN LAW 
Texas' new gun law will allow for 
open possession of handguns. These 
weapons will be allowed in authorized 
stores and other public places. I\ J f.. 
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conference loss and second 
loss of the season. D,\( · -
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''To act upon one's convictions while others wait, 
To create a positiveforce in a world 
where cynics abound, 
To provide information to people when 
it u.:asn 't available before. 
To offer those who want it a choice~" 
- TED TURNER 
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THE INSIDE PAGE 
Beyond the Bubble 
OSean Penn Interviews Mexican 
Drug Lord in the Jungle 
Sean Penn conducted an in-
terview with Joaquin Guzman 
Loera, known as El Chapo, fo,r 
Rolling Stone magazine. The two 
men met in a jungle clearing as 
Loera recalled his experiences 
as a drug lord. Loera has escaped 
from prison twice. Last summer 
he escaped by means of a mile-
long tunnel located in his shower. 
Experts believe the tunnel took 
up to one million dollars to build. 
He rode a motorcycle on rails 
through the tunnel, arriving safely 
back into the free world. However, 
Loera's escape was not indefinite, 
and he was captured once again by 
the authorities on Friday. Police 
have claimed that Loera's desire 
to make a movie about his life and 
the various people he contacted 
concerning the matter helped 
them to locate his whereabouts. 
f)China's Oil Demand Drops and 
Prices Plummet 
Oil prices have been declining 
as China's seemingly inexhaust-
ible demand for oil has decreased. 
However, countries have not 
stopped, or even slowed down, the 
rates of production. Simple rules 
of supply and demand have come 
into play as American consumers 
enjoy the low oil prices that have 
saved many families hundreds of 
dollars this past year. However, 
developing countries such as Peru, 
Nigeria, India, Brazil, and Chile 
and even developed countries 
such as the United States and 
Australia are struggling to pay off 
debts and make up for lost profits. 
QOregon Ranchers Take Hold of 
Wildlife Refuge 
Ranchers and anti-government 
activists in Oregon have held 
control of a wildlife refuge since 
Jan. 2. Ammon Bundy, the leader 
of the group, has refused to leave 
despite the local sheriff's pleas for 
Crime Beat 
1/ 2/ 16 12:31 p.m. 
Incident: Burglary 
Synopsis : Unknown cause in 
Rheem Center - area checked 
and alarm reset; referred to Fa-
cilities Services 
1/ 3/ 16 4:54 p.m. 
Incident: Unauthorized use of 
Saint Mary's Facilities 
Synopsis: Unauthorized person 
using facilities in Joseph Ali-
oto Recreation Center refused to 
leave; referred to Dean of Stu-
dents Office & Recreation Center 
1/3/ 16 11:27 p.m. 
Incident: Burglary 
Synopsis : Alarm activated in 
J oseph Alioto Recreat ion Cen -
ter by East Bay Pool Services 
Technician; referred to Facilities 
Services 
1/5/ 16 7:27 p.m. 
Incident: Fire Alarm 
Synopsis: Food cooking set off 
alarm in Guerrieri East; referred 
to the Dean of Students 
1/ 6/ 16 8:30 a.m. 
Incident: Property Damage 
Synopsis: Down tree did damage 
to parked car in Guerrieri West 
Parking Lot; referred to Loss Pre-
vention and Facilities Services 
1/ 6/ 16 5:51 p.m. 
Incident: Damage to College 
Property 
Because there's a whole 
world out there ... 
the group to evacuate. The group 
is armed, however, the interac-
tions between the government 
and the antigovernment militia 
have remained peaceful and no ar-
rests have been made. Because the 
wildlife refuge at large is owned by 
the Federal government, the FBI 
is also involved. Governor Kate 
Brown said the armed protesters 
"need to decamp immediately and 
face the consequences" but no 
movement has been made. 
QParents Lock Child Up in Play-
house 
Victoria and Eugenio Erquiaga 
are facing charges of child abuse 
for locking up their twelve-year-
old daughter in a "glorified cage." 
They placed zip ties on the young 
girl's arms and wrists and would 
lock her in a playhouse for hours 
on end. The playhouse was barred 
close with a piece of wood and the 
girl was not allowed to leave to use 
the restroom. The child managed 
Synopsis: Broken window in 
Aquinas Hall - unknown cause; 
referred to Facilities Services 
1/6/ 16 7:48 p.m. 
Incident: Fire Alarm 
Synopsis: Food cooking set off 
alarm in Agena East; referred to 
Facilities Services and Dean of 
Students Office 
1/ 7/ 16 4:18 a.m. 
Incident: Burglary 
Synopsis: Facilities Services Em-
ployee accidently set off alarm in 
St. Albert's Hall Library; referred 
to Facilities Services 
1/ 7/ 16 3:58 p.m. 
Incident: Vehicle Accident 
to escape her home and fled to a 
neighbor's house who alerted the 
authorities. The Erquiaga parents 
have six other children who have 
not reported abuse but are being 
held in custody. 
QSyrian Refugee Invited to State 
of the Union Address 
President Obama invited Re-
faai Hamo, a Syrian refugee who 
arrived in Detroit last month, to 
sit in the First Lady's box for the 
State of the Union Address. The 
gesture was made to combat re-
cent Republican demands to bar 
Syrian refugees from entering the 
United States. Ramo's wife and 
one of his daughters were killed by 
a bomb attack. His four surviving 
children also live in Detroit with 
Hamo. Other members present in 
the First Lady's box will represent 
the president's policy priorities, 
however; one of the seats will be 
left empty in honor of victims of 
gun violence. 
Synopsis: Right front fender dam-
age in Filippi Lot; referred to Loss 
Prevention 
1/ 7/ 16 4:01 p.m. 
Incident: Attempted Theft 
Synopsis: Unknown student at-
tempted to walk out of St. Albert's 
Hall Library with framed pencil 
drawing; suspended - suspect 
unknown 
1/ 8/ 16 2:06 a.m. 
Incident: Student Handbook 
Violation 
Synopsis: Possession and con-
sumption of alcohol & damage of 
school property - noise violation 
in Ageno East; referred to Dean 
of Students Office 
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NEWS 
Campus Snapshots #GAELSGOGLOBAL EDITION 
How are traveling students spending their first week off-campus for January Term? 
AT THE DUO MO in Florence, students studying Christian art visited scenic sites like this with 
Professor Tom Poundstone (Courtesy of Aleysha Thomas). 
STUDENTS VISITING BURMA to partake in a Lasallian Service Internship (LSI) take a photo with 
the local s they met (Courtesy of Jaime Turrentine). 
.. 
IN SRI LANKA, Saint Mary's students visted Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage (Courtesy of 
Gabrielle Petersen). 
IN NEW ZEALAND, students take a break from studying the geography, biology, and ecology 
of the region to enjoy scenic sights such as waterfalls (left) and sunsets (above) (Courtesy of 
Alyssa Horning). 
VISITING SAN MIGUEL VIEJO in Mexico is one of many options to travel for a Lasallian Service 
Internship (LSI) (Courtesy of Casa de los Angeles). 
Whether you're abroad or on-campus, 
share photos of what you're doing 
this January Term, and we may fea-





Staff Council Diversity Forum 
Tuesday, January 12 
12:00-1:30 p.m. 
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty 
Lounge 
Contact Staff Council 
scouncil@stmarys-ca.edu 
City of Borders: Breaking 
Down Queer Politics 
Tuesday, January 12 




RA Interest Session 
Wednesday, Januaryl3 
7:00-8:00 p.m. 
De La Salle Hall 
Contact Residential Experience 
x4236 
Orientation Leader and 
WoWie Info Session 
Wednesday, January 13 
6:00p.m. 
Dante Hall 204 
Contact New Student and Family 
Programs 
x4647 
CAB Bingo Night 
Wednesday, January 13 
8:30-10:30 p.m. 




Invest: Queuing Up Queerness 





The Campus Calendar column 
is a service highlighting major 
events of the week. To include 
your event, email details to 
staff@stmaryscollegian.com. 
Due to space limitations, 
we cannot list individual 
club meetings. 
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CULTURE 
The last word on 2015: leave the bandwagon behind 
Find out what we will carry with us into 2016 and what trends have overstayed their welcome 
BY CAMILLA MARAIS 
ASSISTAtlT CULTURE EDITOR 
The previous year had its ups and 
downs. From international news, 
man buns, celebrity happenings, 
new athletic records, newly-released 
albums, and debuted movies, it was 
definitely 365 days that kept us on 
our toes. But as we reflect on the 
past year, we cannot help but revel 
in anticipation for what 2016 holds 
- a blank slate soon to be decorated 
with a collage of trends, scandals, and 
events galore. Similar to a resolution, 
as we declare 'new year new us; we 
decipher between what aspects 
of 2015 to bring along with us and 
which we kick to the curb. In case 
you're on the fence for what counts 
as the successes and failures of this 
past year, here's a list to clarify we 
hope to discontinue: 
1. CONTOURING: Correct me if I'm 
wrong, but I had always interpreted 
the purpose of makeup to highlight 
one's natural features, not create 
them. From clown-makeup tutorials 
on YouTube and Sephora's contour-
queen kit, the pursuit of prominent 
cheekbones is notworkthepurchase 
of five or more foundation shades. 
Lefs leave this h·end in the past, and 
hold on to the sheer beauty of our 
natural youth for as long as we can. 
2. #GOALS: Food. Friendships. 
Travel. Boyfriend. House. Fitness. 
Girlfriend. Pet Family. Car. Ward-
robe. Proposal. We get it There are 
really cute people with really cute 
relationships in a really cute house 
driving really cute wheels on re-
ally cute vacations. While there is 
an element of motivation within 
these posts (especially when look-
ing over a midterm study guides and 
questioning what it is all for), at the 
end of the day, we are able to define 
our own goals and could handle less 
picture-perfect posts in 2016. 
3. 50 SHADES OF GREY: Regardless of 
howcatchythesoundtrackmight be, 
Iliketoconsiderthisthelowpointof 
2015. The rock bottom. Regardless of 
the sexist plot and not-so-borderline 
abusive and unhealthy relationship 
promoted by the book and novel, the 
quality of acting is equally repulsive. 
A TRENDING HASHTAG ABUNDANT IN SOCIAL MEDIA, may 2016 be a year of keeping our 'goal rants' to ourselves (Courtesy of Elle Magazine). 
Ignoring the fact that the second 
movie in this God-forsaken series is 
debuting in the near future, lefs try 
to cleanse our hearts and minds of 
the disgrace of 2015. 
4. HOVERBOARDS: You would think 
that after all the Vine fails of their 
riders plummeting south would 
diminish the warped Segway's popu-
larity, but alas the hoverboard trend 
prevails, even at.Saint Mary's (we see 
you cruising to Oliver). Modeling a 
sideways electric skateboard, there 
is nothing impressive or athletic 
about the mobile device. I say let's 
give it the axe and bring back good 
old fashioned walking this year. 
5. SELFIE STICKS: The mere existence 
of this device's debut in 2015 makes 
zero sense to me for two reasons. 
First, they don't even provide an 
attractive angle (who wants a stick 
makinganappearanceatthebottorn 
of their photo anyways?). Secondly, if 
the point of the selfie stick is to give a 
wider lens, why not just handle itthe 
old fashioned way and ask some folks 
to snap a group picture for you? And 
if Disney parks, the Sistine Chapel, 
and the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art and some music festivals have 
banned them, what's the point any-
ways? 
6. NETFLIX AND CHILL: IMAX and 
climax, Amazon Prime and sexy 
time, Hulu and woohoo, things are 
gettingoutofhand. Notonlyisitthe 
most unromantic termfordoingthe 
dirty, it has left everyone question- admitted to enhancing her lips with 
ing whether a friendly movie night fillers, the news has gone viral, even 
is actually a friendly movie night Is sparking conversations questioning 
it a booty call? Is it a chill hang out whatotherfeaturesshehasplumped 
invitation? Who knows! Let's stop and primped. At the end of the day, 
theconfusionandcallNetflixnights, there's books to read, people to 
Netflix nights, and the other option meet, conversations to have, dogs to 
what it is. pet, and about 200 other things that 
7. JUICING: Since when did the base deserve your thoughts and attention 
of a good smoothie become a full on before an 18-year-old's mouth does. 
diet? No matter how much kale, chia 10. PREACHING ON SOCIAL MEDIA: Huff-
seeds, and coconut water you cram ington Post states it like it is: "It 
into your Vitamix, dieters will still seems that 2015 was also the year 
be lacking nutrients such as fiber that everyone tried all manner of 
that can only be found in whole new ways of eating, and apparently 
foods. Also, pretty much everything so should everyone around them. I 
that makes you feel full. We're all for for one tried to go vegan for a time, 
healthy eating and the occasional and of course am guilty ofboast-
detox, but following this h·end into ing this to all my friends without 
2016 will make it just as cranky and really being that educated. Saving 
angiy as the year before. the animals is great, losing weight 
8. THE DRESS: You know the dress is also.great, but people who post on 
I'm talking about. Christening the socialrnediarantingaboutsavingthe 
fifth most popular meme on Tum- world without expecting backlash 
blr, the magical multi-shade dress or having the research to support 
has sparked heated conversation themselves? Bad idea. 
and many headaches over it's shad- ll. NOT BEING A BIEBER FAN: If anything, 
ing. Even A-list celebrities, such as Justin'scomebackshouldencourage 
Kanye West and Kirn Kardashian us to believe that truly anything is 
have joined in with their convic- possible. From hits such as "What 
tions. Whether you are positive it's Do YouMean?,""WhereAre UNow;' 
gold and white or black and blue, and "Love Yourself," if you haven't 
let's leave that mystery within the tried to copy the sweet moves from 
domain of2015. the girls in Bieber's "Sorry'' video, 
9. KYLIE JENNER'S LIPS: Hot enough you'realiarandneedtogetoutfrom 
to spark its very own challenge, the 1 yourwinter hibernation. His new al-
press covering the Kardashian's pout bum is bigger than "Baby'' and "One 
is ridiculous. Ever since the teen Less Lonely Girl" combined, so this 
year you better get on board and into 
the fun of Bieber love. 
12. SNAPCHAT STORIES OVER 60 SEC· 
ONDS: When finding yourself in an 
exceptionally exciting place, such 
as a concert, fantastic frat party, or 
16-course meal, the temptation to 
document and share each moment 
with your contacts is tempting. 
However, as each of them tap rapidly 
through each post, getting stuck and 
sucked into a two minute story is 
never fun, no matter how much you 
love your best friend. This year may 
be the year of tasteful self-restraint, a 
time where we realize that one snap 
of a song, meal, or selfie is enough to 
capture the essence of the moment 
as well as the night. 
13. THE CONCEPT OF 'WATCH ME': 
Whether it's whipping, or hitting 
the 'quan/nae nae, I guarantee you 
it's nothing we haven't seen before. 
From vines of adolescents to profes-
sional dancers posting their skills, 
it's all been said and done and you 
have something better to bring to 
the dance floor, I promise. Maybe 
2016 becomes the year Rich Romie 
Quan brings back a classic like The 
Bernie? Maybe the Running Man? 
14. MEEK MILL: Despite dating the 
.most influential MC in the sphere 
currently, Mill is not satisfied with 
that social status. Through his sev-
eral attempts to start Twitter beef 
with artists, from Drake to Aubrey 
Graham, he's basically begging to 
be shut down. While we all hope 
and pray Drizzy's "Back to Back" 
silenced the rapper once and for all, 
we invite you to join us in prayers 
for peace this 2016. If that doesn't 
tug at your heart cords, just simple 
common sense for dearest Meek to 
keephisstupidityoffourfeedswould 
be fantastic. 
15. WAITING ON FRANK OCEAN: Frank, 
you promised us new music in July 
of 2015. In JULY. It is currently 
January 2016, with not a peek to 
be heard from Mr. Ocean. With the 
success and adoration stemming 
from his previous album, of course 
his fan base is more than willing to be 
patient with the arrival of a musical 
masterpiece. However, few things 
sting as much as false hope. 
Anticipated Sherlock episode turns disappointing 
BY AEDAN RICHTER 
··m TR B'JTlf'JG WRiTER 
After a much-anticipated re-
lease of "Sherlock," the popular 
PBS Masterpiece television series, 
the newest episode disappointed. 
"Sherlock" only releases three 
episodes a season, each an hour 
and a half long. The first season 
premiered in 2010, followed by 
the second season in 2012. A two-
year wait preceded season three. 
On Jan. 1, 2016, one episode of 
season four was released and now PBS' BELOVED DUO if Sherlock Holmes and Watson has accumulated a following since 2010 despite the infrequent episodes (Courtesy of ABC News). 
fans have to wait until 2017 for 
the remaining episodes. This is 
incredibly frustrating because the 
show is spectacular. The dialogue 
is snappy, the plots are intrigu-
ing, the actors are amazing, and 
the cinematography is extremely 
well done. 
That being said, there have 
been two mediocre episodes: "The 
Hounds of Baskerville," which 
aired as episode two in the show's 
second season, arid this most 
reason episode, "The Abominable 
Bride." After having waited a year, 
and having another year to wait for 
the rest of the episodes, fans were 
anticipating an amazing episode; 
but sadly it just wasn't. 
The story took place back in 
the time of the original Sherlock 
Holmes in the 1890s, unlike the 
other episodes that take place in 
modern London. The plot was 
about a bride who went crazy and 
killed herself, and then came back 
to life to kill her husband. The 
episode's timeline ties back in with 
the ending of season two when 
Jim Moriarty, Sherlock's biggest 
foe, kills himself, but at the end of 
season three he has now suddenly 
come back. 
The episode was done as a 
transition between the third and 
fourth seasons to allow Sherlock 
to puzzle out through the mystery 
of the Abominable Bride and how 
Moriarty could possibly be back. 
When you sit back and think about 
it, this episode was necessary to 
the plot and set a lot of things in 
motion, but it's hard for your first 
reaction to not be one of disap-
pointment after watching the 
episode. 
I have yet to talk to any Sher-
lock fan who saw the episode and 
thought it was good in any way. 
The story was hard to follow. It 
kind of reminded me of the movie 
"Inception," because you could 
never really tell what was real-
ity and what was just going on in 
Sherlock's mind. This created a 
disorienting feeling that made the 
show less enjoyable to and easy to 
watch. Also setting the episode 
back in time took away from the 
charm of Sherlock. A lot of what 
the fans love about Sherlock set in 
modern times, his signature coat 
and long curly hair for example, 
were lost. 
If you haven't gotten hooked 
on Sherlock yet, I would highly 
recommend binge-watching it 
on Netflix, but keep in mind "The 
Hounds of Baskerville" and "The 
Abominable Bride" are duds. That 
is forgivable because all of the 
other episodes are amazing. 




"The Big Short": Very relevant for our time 
BY MUSTAFA MAHMQOD 
COt-JTRIBUTING WRiTER 
We have a tendency as consum-
ers to lump media into one of two 
categories: fiction and nonfiction. 
We attach a certain number of 
connotations to either category 
and sometimes struggle to let 
go of such notions when view-
ing or reading something new, 
even when that something so 
obviously deserves a unique set of 
criteria. "The Big Short," directed 
by Adam McKay, is one such film. 
The film depicts the financial 
crisis of 2008. It is told from the 
eyes of the few who saw the devel-
opment for what it really was and 
decided to, against all odds and 
expectations, bet against it. The 
movie is one that seeks to convey 
an image of the event for what it 
reallywas, ratherthan whatthose 
at fault wanted it to be. And, i.t 
turns out to be both hilarious and 
engaging as a result. 
STEVE CARELL AND RYAN GOSLING star in one of the most engaging and insightful films of 2015 (Courtesy of Coming Soon). 
The movie is subversive, scath-
ing, and surprisingly intellectual. 
It is one of the few recent movies 
that manages to combine top 
billing names with the heart and 
fervor of an underground project. 
The movie is one of the few that 
actually succeeds in all the areas 
that it sets out to make a point 
about. It is an indictment of the 
behavior that led to the crash of 
the financial markets that began 
in 2007 and "ended" in 2010, 
though it could be argued that 
the results are still something we 
feel today. It's quite clear what 
each character in the film thinks 
of the big banks and the rich 
corporate businessmen, along 
with the CEOs whose dangerous 
undertakings led the country into 
·financial ruin. They're idiots. It's 
as simple as that. As for the idea 
goes that the language around 
economics is a kind of secret 
speak, only able to be compre-
hended by those that we desig-
nate it to be used by, that idea 
is wholly exploited throughout. 
This includes a scene showing 
Selena Gomez explaining the 
concept of synthetic debt obliga-
tion derivatives. 
The movie is definitely more 
about the plot and the "moral" of 
the story than the characters, but 
that does not stop the cast from 
making the roles they play both 
memorable (though not always 
be.cause of the kindness of their 
hearts) and captivating. We are 
first introduced to Dr. Michael 
Burry, played by Christian Bale. 
He is deeply aware of his inability 
to socialize and play the "game" 
that all the people around him 
seem to be fond of. Ryan Gosling 
plays Jared Vennett, the bright 
young broker who also acts as 
our guide through the seemingly 
labyrinthine world of finance. 
However, he is anything but the 
impressionable optimist that 
most newcomers to Wall Street 
are often depicted as. He, and 
everyone else we follow, are also 
in it for themselves, we just view 
them as our protagonists because 
they at least feel bad about what 
they are doing and when the 
system fails, they lost what little 
faith they had in it. This is a movie 
with no "good guys," as Gosling 
is quick to point out, and the les-
sons it has to convey are as dark 
as the high points are enthralling. 






NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS refer to writing down goals at the beginning of the year and how seeing if you kept them by the year's end. Do you think they're worthwhile? (Courtesy of Dev Basu). 
BY MADISON LATTNER 
STAFF WRITER 
Waste of time. "New year, 
new me!" This is the usual New 
Year's resolution that people 
seem to be sharing this time of 
year. The new year brings up the 
motivation to change and turn 
over a new leaf. Resolutions are 
the promises people make at the 
start of the new year to bring 
on change and improvements 
in your life. New years and 
resolutions are kind of great like 
that. They allow for a new fresh 
start and to leave the previous 
year in the past. But how many 
people actually stick to their 
resolutions? To lose weight, to 
stop procrastinating, or even 
just getting more sleep are just 
few of the many resolutions that 
too ma!fy people don't seem to 
keep. Resolutions are difficult, 
tiring, and almost impossible 
to stick to, so what's the poi_nt 
in making them? 
We make resolutions and we 
keep them for a few months, but 
soon as March hits, we're over 
the new year craze. We tend to 
forget the new year promises 
we made while celebrating on 
December 31. I mean if it's a 
new year why does it have to be 
a new me? I mean I was a "new 
me" last year, when I made some 
stupid mistakes and learned I 
from them then. I didn't wait 
around for the new year to learn 
and grow. Resolutions only 
make people the "new them" for 
a few months and they almost 
always go back to their normal 
ways. So instead of fighting it, 
let's just embrace it. Sure there 
may be things we want to work 
on, like eating better, living 
a better lifestyle or stopping 
certain habits, but do we really 
need to watch a ball drop and a 
hangover on January 1 to tell us 
we need a change? Absolutely 
not. So screw New Year's reso-
lutions. Stay the same old you 
if you want. And don't let the 
new year hinder how and when 
you decide to make your per-
sonal improvements. Instead, 
make decisions and goals when 
needed. 
BY JACOB TURNROSE 
CULTURE EDITOR 
Good idea. Sure, New Year's 
resolutions can definitely be a bit on 
the idealistic-but-temporary side of 
things. Hell, I couldn't even find the 
resolutions I wrote down last year 
nor could I tell you for the life of 
me whether I kept one or not. But, 
my experience shouldn't define 
the concept of the resolution for 
everyone. I tis possible to make New 
Year's resolutions in a meaningful 
and keep-able sort of way. 
First, it must be established that 
resolutions are even a worthwhile 
activity. As humans, we grow and 
learn from our triumphs and mis-
takes each year naturally. New 
Year's resolutions are a wayto shape 
this growth directly and purpose-
fully. Instead ofbanking our growth 
on whatever happens during the 
new year, we can write down spe-
cific goals at the beginning, remind 
ourselves of these goals t11roughout 
the year and see how we grew in 
the way we wanted by the end of 
the year. 
This brings up the key ingredient 
in making the tradition of the reso-
lution successful-visibility. Write 
down your new year's resolutions 
and put them somewhere visible, 
somewhere you can see them often 
and remind yourself of where you 
want to be by next year. Without 
this constant visual cue, your reso-
lutions will sure to be lost into the 
oblivion of everyday distraction. 
Obviously, another key ingredi-
ent is thoughtfulness and a douse 
of realism. As for the former, when 
making resolutions keep in mind 
that ideal person, or more that 
character trait or attribute you want · 
to develop and grow in by t11e next 
year. Keep in mind, who is it you 
want to become? As for realism, 
just, make realistic goals for your-
self. If you wantto get in shape and 
haven't ran in months, don't start 
by trying to run a half marathon 
every weekend. Start small, but 
don't be afraid to be ambitious in 
the long run. 
New Year's resolutions have 
come under a lot of scrutiny, a lot of 
which has come from me. But, with 
the right structure and frame of 
mind, resolutions can be beneficial. 
MOVIE REVIEW 
''Room" 
Complex look at 
human emotion 
BY JACOB TURN ROSE 
CULTURE EDITOR 
5 
"Room" is the latest film from 
up and coming director Lenny 
Abrahamson, which manifests 
visually the emotional complexi-
ties of Emma Donoghue's best 
selling novel of the same title. 
"Room" opens with a boy (Jacob 
Tremblay) and his mother (Brie 
Larson) stuck, but living within 
a 11by11 foot space-room. For 
Jack, this room is his home and 
reality. It's all he's been exposed 
to for his five years in the world. 
For his mother Joy, room is her 
captivity. She has been in room 
for seven years, after a lone man 
tricked her into helping his pre-
tend sick dog and locked her in 
his garden shed. For living in cap-
tivity, both Jack and Joy handle 
their situations with incredible 
grace. Joy strives to make room 
as normal as possible. In fact, it 
is very surprising how normal 
Joy and Jack's behavior is con-
sideringtheir circumstances.Joy 
teaches her son yoga and makes 
necklaces withhim using broken 
eggshells. She bakes Jacka birth-
day cake, she teaches him how 
to read. However, it is fallacy, of 
course, to consider room normal, 
as most nigh ts consist of the cap-
tor, Old Nick, raping Joy five feet 
away from her son, who's tossed 
aside in a wardrobe. However, 
Joy emboldens Jack to embrace 
room as his whole world. She fails 
to explain to him that his percep-
tion of the world is limited-that 
there are two sides to everything. 
Jack wakes every morning with 
an innocent exclamation. "Hello 
room! Hello lamp! Hello sink!" 
Joy seeks to preserve this sense 
of normalcy, as well as Jack's 
happiness and ideal optimism, 
by keeping her son's naivety a 
secret to him. 
What pushes Joy to rethink 
escape from room is Old Nick's 
announcement that he is out of 
work and with that, his death 
threat to Joy. How can he keep 
Joy and her son in room, when 
he can't hold down a job, and 
pay his mortgage, and provide 
for his captives' living expenses? 
Joy feels that death in imminent 
and so she begins telling Jack the 
secret she's been hiding. 
I twould be unfair to reveal any 
more of the plot to any prospec-
tive moviegoer (the film is still 
playing at Shattuck Cinemas in 
Berkeley). 
"Room" is beautifullyshot and 
expertly written on the author 
Emma Donoghue's end. The 
movie explores and exaggerates 
the broad human concepts of 
sacrifice, bravery, unconditional 
love, discovery and growth. It also 
dives into more specific issues 
and questions such as: how can a 
father grasp and deal with seeing 
his grandson, the product of his 
daughter's rape? In all, "Room" 
is complex and thoughtful, yet 
remarkably agile and fluid-it's a 
fihn that's easy to grasp and hold 
on to. With its exceptional film-
ing, writing, and its overall pur-
pose and relevance, I wouldn't be 
surprised to see it featured on the 
Oscar ballot this Februai.y. 
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OPINION 
U.S. military opens all conibatjobs to wonien 
BY GABBY VANACORE 
<,<, T p f\i OR 
Women's service in the military has always been a very con-
troversial topic. However, in recent 
years, more and more women are 
willing and able to have prominent 
roles in all military branches. After 
14 years of warfare in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, the stereotype surround-
ing women and their lack of capa-
bility in combat is being debunked. 
Thousands of women have served 
effectively and respectably and 
have received medals of valor to 
confirm this. On Dec. 3, 2015, the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense Ashton 
Carter announced, "We are a joint 
force, and I have decided to make a 
decision which applies to the entire 
force." As of Jan. l, 2016, women 
can no longer be barred from any 
combat jobs. The U.S. military will 
no longer discount women who are 
just as willing and qualified to serve 
as men. It is abouttime that women 
are fully recognized as equals in the 
military. 
In the past, it has not only been 
the militarywho has refused to fully 
accept women into more challeng-
ing military roles. A portion of the 
American public also believes that 
society is not entirely ready to see 
female soldiers in the same roles 
as their male counterparts. Stereo-
typically, women are seen as weaker 
and more emotional than men and 
therefore should not be susceptible 
to the dangers of war. But society 
has gradually come a long way in 
recognizing women's rights and 
equality. While wqmen's equality is 
important, it is critical to note that 
the safety of our country shouldn't 
be compromised just for women to 
be seen as equals. 
Some of the reasons women 
haven't been fully included in the 
military are somewhat valid. The 
primary reason that women have 
been kept from combat jobs in 
the past is because fewer women 
can meet the physical standards 
required for combat. On average, 
women do not have as much muscle 
mass as men do, which affects their 
AMERICAN WOMEN who pass all physical requirements are now allowed to perform all military combat jobs (Courtesy of Marine Times). 
ability to prepare for some physical 
tasks required on the battlefield. 
Recently, there have been more than 
thirty gender-integration studies 
directed by the military, and one 
study found that women are twice 
as likely as men to be injured when 
participating in common activities 
required by those in combat. 
General John F. Kelly of the U.S. 
Southern Command has expressed 
his wariness in opening all combat 
jobs to women. He expects that few 
females will be able to meet all the 
physical requirements required 
for jobs previously held by men. He 
worries that if this is the case, then 
the military will "feel pressure" to 
lower tl1e physical requirements in 
order to include more women. The 
fact is that not manywomen will be 
able to reach all these requirements. 
But that shouldn't matter. If women 
cannot meet the standards that the 
military sets, then they should not 
be allowed in combat. 
However, if women are willing 
and able to meet these require-
ments, then nothing should keep 
them from fully contributing to 
the U.S. military. Carter and the 
rest of the Pentagon have assured 
the American public that physical 
standards will not be lowered for 
possible female soldiers. Also, there 
will be no quotas introduced that 
might mandate a specific number 
of women in certain positions. 
Therefore, whoever is best for the 
job, whetheritbeawomanoraman, 
will be able to fill any given position. 
Kelly said, ''I think every decision 
has to be looked at [through] only 
one filter, and that is, does it make us 
more lethal on the battlefield?" The 
answer is that women have proven 
to be very useful on the battlefield. 
Military commanders have known 
for many years the full capabilities 
of women in combat. Women who 
have met all the physical requ~re­
ments for the job are just as physi-
cally capable in actual war. 
Mark Anderson, Wisconsin's 
Deputy Adjutant General and the 
leader of the state's Arnly National 
Guard, has seen many women in 
action. He believes that opening 
all jobs to women will make the 
military stronger and will not affect 
battles in the slightest. Also, women 
have proven over the years. to be 
very beneficial in Middle Eastern 
countries, which will continue to 
be important in the future. Many 
Muslim females in these countries 
are not allowed to speak or interact 
with males who are not in their 
family. This means that half of the 
population in Muslim countries is 
unapproachable for the U.S. mili-
tary. However, female soldiers will 
be ab le to interact with them, which 
could provide further aid to the 
women of these war-torn nations. 
Carter, standingfirmin the Penta-
gon's decision, said, "The important 
factor in making my decision was to 
have access to every American who 
can add strength to the force. Now 
more than ever we cannot afford 
to have barriers limiting our access 
of talent." 
Many women are excited for the 
new opportunities that are now 
open to them. Thesewomenshould 
be given a chance to find whatever 
position suits them and their coun-
try best. Carter added, "Everyone 
who is able and willing to serve 
their country, who can meet the 
standards, should have the full and 
equal opportunity to do so." 
Texas gun law an extrellle reaction to terrorislll 
BY AEDAN RICHTER 
STAFF WRITEP 
While California is taking steps to restrict the use of guns, 
my own home state of Texas has 
just issued a new law allowing the 
open carrying of handguns. I had a 
surreal experience relating to this 
issue over the Christmas break in 
the dressing room of a Target. As I 
was trying on clothes, the manager 
of the store decided to hold a staff 
meeting outside the dressing rooms 
to inform his staff of the new gun 
laws, telling them that Target had 
issued orders to cooperate and al-
low customers to carry holstered 
handguns. I had known about these 
upcoming laws, but they had never 
beena realityin my mind until this 
mome.nt. 
According to the Texas Depart-
ment of Public Safety, the new law 
"authorizes individuals to obtain a 
license to openly carry a handgun 
in the same places that allow the 
licensed carrying of a concealed 
handgun with some exceptions." 
This means someone with a license 
to carry a gun can now walk into 
stores and public places with a 
holster on their hip. On a positive 
note, this could be looked at as an 
improvement because now we can 
see which people are carrying guns 
so we can steer clear of them as we 
go about our daily lives. 
Though I may not feel comfort-
able being around people carrying 
guns, many gun holders believe that 
arming themselves is a necessary 
protection against potential dan-
gers. This does make their desire to 
carry a handgun more reasonable, 
but I think an important question 
to ask is: Who feels so unsafe that 
theyneedtocarryagunintoTarget 
with them? I can manage my shop-. 
ping without even needing pepper 
spray or a Taser. 
This new law reinforces all of the 
stereotypes about Texas. It's going 
to look like the Wild West with 
people walking around with guns 
holstered on their hips. Next thing 
we know, people will be challeng-
ing each other to duels over who 
gets the last pair ofcute boots.Now 
people aren't just going to assume 
we all ride around on horses and 
live on ranches in Texas, but that 
we all walk around carrying guns, 
too. No one is going to wantto visit 
our great state. 
At the same time, there are still 
a few businesses with sense about 
them, including Here Everything's 
Better (HEB), a grocery sto"re chain, 
which is not allowing open carry. 
Many people have strong emo-
tions on the matter, both negative 
and positive, but HEB responded 
reasonably, saying that since they 
are a store that sells alcohol, the 
Texas Alcohol and Beverage Com-
mission prohibits unconcealed 
guns from being in their stores. In 
addition, any store that wants to opt 
out of the open carry law may. All 
they need to do is post a sign at the 
entrance to the store stating their 
policy. Several stores are following 
HEB's example, Whole Foods being 
oneofthem. 
I have a lot of state pride. It 
comes with beinga Texan. No one is 
bigger or better than us. If you ever 
step foot in the state, you will see it 
is littered with paraphernalia that 
makes this case. It just breaks my 
heart that this is our new reality. 
But this isn'tjustanissueforTexas, 
it's a national problem. 
President Obama recently gave 
a speech on gun violence that 
brought him to tears. I think one 
of the best points he made was 
that while he believes in Second 
Amendment rights, we as Ameri-
cans have been able to concede 
some of our freedom of speech by, 
for example, not falsely yelling fire 
in a movie theater. The same can be 
said for going through metal detec-
tors and x-ray machines in airport 
security. I think Obama's examples 
helped put everything into per-
spective. After all, I think for most 
people - gun carriers and non-gun 
carriers alike - their main concern 
is safety, both for themselves and 
for others. As Americans we need 
to start discussing openly how to 
make our safety a priority without 




BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY 
A R fER 
Once again, it's college applica-tion season for high school 
seniors, and Saint Mary's College is 
hoping to be one of the top choices 
for those who pursue higher educa-
tion. Because of its vision to be "the 
leading Catholic comprehensive 
university in the western United 
States," Saint Mary's is a selective 
college that sets high standards for 
prospective students. During the 
admissions process, the college 
administration accepts students 
who they believe will contribute to 
achieving such a goal. 
According to U.S. News, Saint 
Mary's ranks ninth in Regional 
Universities for the West. The mid-
dle-SO percent high school GPA for 
the class of 2019 was 3.4-3.9, while 
the average SAT I scores were as 
follows: Critical Reading: 510-610, 
Math: 500-610, and Writing: 510-
600. According to Forbes, the 25th 
percentile composite ACT score is 
22 while the 75th percentile com-
posite ACT score is 27. Saint Mary's 
welcomes students who have taken 
AP and IB courses, but the College 
requires students to pass the exams 
with a score of at least 3 to receive 
credit for those courses. 
Sinlilar to many high school se-
niors, I also went through the ap-
plication process for Saint Mary's 
just about a year ago. The aspect of 
Saint Mary's that got me interested 
was the help that the faculty and 
staff provided. When I was in high 
school, the Associate Director of 
Admissions, Patrick Lorenzo, vis-
ited my school and told me about 
Saint Mary's. I was confused about 
what I wanted to major in, so after 
figuring out my interests, he advised 
me to major in communication and 
minor in creative writing, which is 
what I plan to pursue. The help I 
received from a faculty member at 
Saint Mary's immediately showed 
me the passion the Saint Mary's 
community has for helping others. 
Along with Patrick Lorenzo's visit, 
I also took a tour, which helped me 
understand the envirqnment at 
Saint Mary's and the life of a Gael. 
I felt that I could see myself as a 
part of the Saint Mary's commu-
nity, which was a major reason for 
my decision to attend this school. 
Other things fuat attracted my at-
tention were the various clubs and 
organizations, the diverse majors, 
and the friendly student body. After 
deciding to apply, I wrote two short 
essays and sent in my transcripts 
and various test scores to Saint 
Mary's. In addition, I had to fill out 
the Common Application. I was not 
quitesurewhatfue adnrissions com-
mittee was looking for, butl gave the 
application my best shot. I applied 
Early Action, and when I received 
my acceptance letter in December, 
I was full of joy. I was still undecided 
about whether I would attend, but I 
was happy that I received my first 
acceptance letter. 
Even if students do not get into 
their top choice, the hard work they 
put into the application process 
shows their dedication and desire 
to better themselves through higher 
education. As the application season 
continues for the next few months, 
let's wish our prospective students 
all the best and hope they make 
the best decision for themselves, 
whetheror not that be Saint Mary's. 
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SPORTS 
Gaels stum_ble i~ first conf ere nee loss this year· Sports 
BY DEAN BOERNER 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Saint Mary's eight-game win 
streak came to an end this past 
Saturday in front of an excited 
crowd at Pepperdine's Firestone 
Fieldhouse. After picking up 
an impressive 73-48 road win 
over LMU on Thursday, the 
Gaels faltered against a physical 
Pepperdine squad, losing to the 
Waves 67-64. With their first 
conference loss and only their 
second loss overall, Saint Mary's 
Saint> Mary's 
LMU r; • • 
falls to 14-2 on the year and 5-1 
in wee play. 
The Gaels commenced a two-
game Southern California road 
trip with another commanding 
showing this season, this time 
over LMU. Early on in the game, 
a combination of stingy Lions 
defense and poor Gaels shoot-
ing kept much of the first half 
close. The Gaels only shot 42.9 
percent from the field and 4-15 
from the three-point line in the 
opening half. 
Fortunately for Saint Mary's, 
the Lions were ailing from poor 
shooting as well. The Gaels held 
LMU to just 33.3 percent shoot-
ing in the ftrst half. After an 9-3 
LMU run left the Gaels up only 
five at 26-21, Saint Mary's re-
sponded with a strong 7-0 run to 
close out the half leading 33-21. 
While both teams' offenses 
would heat up in the second 
half, it was the Gaels who took 
control and built an unassail-
able lead. Up 59-44 with 4:30 
left, Saint Ma:ry's led a 12-2 push 
with eight of those points com-
ing from freshman Kyle Clark. 
The Gaels shot 54.2 percent 
from the field in the second half, 
right in line with their WCC-
leading season average. 
Emmett Naar led the way for 
Saint Mary's with 15 points, 
while Calvin Hermanson and 
JOCK LANDALE recorded 16 points and six rebounds in the Gaels' 67-64 loss to Pepperdine (Courtesy of SMC Gaels). 
Jock Landale added 12 points 
apiece. The Lions were kept 
afloat by 21 points from Adorn 
Jacko, who shot 9-11 from the 
field. 
While some of the Gaels 
shooting woes from Thursday's 
game persisted in Saturday's 
matchup with Pepperdine, the 
Gaels offense functioned pretty 
smoothly in the first half against 
an athletic Waves' defense. 
Saint Mary's opened up the 
game with several successful 
Joe Rahon-Dane Pineau pick-
and-rolls and jumped out to an 
8-2 lead in the game's opening 
minutes. After a few Gael tur -
overs and missed shots though, 
Pepperdine stormed back with a 
13-2 run capped off by a Jeremy 
Major steal and fastbreaklayup. 
The Gaels would take a 17-15 
lead on a Calvin Hermanson 
three-pointer with 11 minutes 
left, but neither team separated 
themselves by more than three 
points until under a minute left 
in the half. Down 28-27, Saint 
Mary's used a 9-1 push culmi-
nating in a Joe Rahon three to 
take a 36-29 lead at the half. 
A respectable Saint Mary's 
lead quickly vanished in the 
first few minutes of the second 
half. Pepperdine fed the ball 
to forwards Stacey Davis and 
Jett Haines and let their most 
prominent offensive contribu-
tors go to work. The Waves went 
on a quick 12-5 run to tie the 
game at 41. 
With neither team opening 
up a large lead the rest of the 
way, the game came down to a 
few key possessions in the final 
minutes. A pair of jumpers by 
Haines put the Waves up 59-
57 with three minutes to play. 
Pepperdine 
While the Gaels tied the game at 
59 on a Dane Pineau free throw 
a minute later, two more jump-
ers by Jett Haines and a crucial 
basket by Jeremy Major with 
22 seconds left gave the Waves 
a 65-61 lead. 
The Gaels withered the Pep-
perdine lead to just one on a 
three from Calvin Hermanson, 
but clutch free throws by Stacey 
Davis and missed last-second 
heave from the Gaels gave Pep-
perdine a 67-64 win over the 
previously undefeated Gaels. 
The three-pointer by Her-
manson was the first field goal 
from the Gaels' offense in six 
minutes, as a tenacious effort 
from Pepperdine kept the Gaels 
offense stagnated much of the 
second half. Saint Mary shot just 
30.8 percent in the second half, 
including a paltry 2-9 from the 
three-point line. 
A combination of poor shoot-
ing, effective Pepperdine de-
fense, and halted tempo con-
tributed to the Gaels' second 
half struggles. The Waves ben-
efited from a 14-14 showing 
at the free throw line in the 
second half, and many of the 
Gaels possessions in the final 
ten minutes of-the game lacked 
their signature pick-and-roll, 
motion-oriented offensive style. 
Pepperdine was led by the 
24 points of Jett Haines, who 
scored eight of the final 14 
points for his team. Stacey 
Davis added 17 points and ten 
rebounds for the now 3-2 Waves. 
The Gaels were led by Dane 
Pineau and Jock Landale, who 
both added 16 points, while 
Calvin Hermanson put up 14 
points. With their second loss 
of the season, Saint Mary's falls 
to second place in the West 
Coast Conference. Their next 
match up is against wee oppo-
nent University of the Pacific in 
Moraga on Thursday. 
NHL dazzles with new OT rules, rise of superstars 
BY DANIEL CONMY 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
As the hockey season speeds 
to the all-star break, many old 
superstars continue their domi-
nating ways while being accom-
panied by a rising rookie class. 
The Florida Panthers continue 
their dominating run towards 
relevance amidst relocation 
desires from some NHL counter-
parts. Overall, this is the year of 
the rookie and some crazy point 
streaks. 
Connor McDavid was far and 
away the best pick in the draft 
in the 2015 player draft, as he 
was selected by the Edmonton 
Oilers first overall. Despite a 
collarbone injury that has kept 
him out most of the year, McDa-
vid has dazzled and promises to 
be back shortly after the all-star 
break for the Oilers. Picked just 
one choice behind him was Jack 
Eichel, the Hobey Bakey winner, 
Jack Eichel. While Eichel flashes 
a different style compared to the 
playmaker that McDavid is. Of 
course both of those talents will 
have long fruitful NHL careers, 
barring injury, Dylan Larkin re-
mains one of the more successful 
first year players. Larkin, drafted 
14th overall by the Detroit Red 
Wings in the 2014 draft was sea-
son in minor league hockey be-
fore bursting onto the scene this 
year. Larkin, before the start of 
play on Sunday leads NHL rook-
ies with 14 goals and has tacked 
on 14 assists . Artemi Panarin, 
who spent his past seasons in the 
KHL (Russian Hockey League), 
also has enjoyed being line mates 
with one of the best players in 
the game, Patrick Kane. 
Despite an ongoing rape inves-
tigation in the offseason, which 
was later thrown out, Patrick 
Kane has led the way in the 
NHL with 60 points before the 
start of play on Sunday. Kane 
recorded a point in 26 straight 
games at one point in his season, 
clearly making him a frontrun-
ner for the coveted MVP of the 
league. Of course two members 
of the Washington Capitals have 
something to say about those 
remarks. Alexander Ovechkin in 
on the eve of his 500th goal in his 
time in the NHL. Braden Holtby 
leads all of hockey with 27 wins 
on the years in 34 chances. The 
Capitals, with the addition of 
T.J. Oshie and Justin Williams in 
the offseason, look to be Stanley 
Cup contenders and eventual 
winners before the Ovechkin 
era is over. 
Joining the Capitals, as Stan-
ley Cup favorites are the Florida 
Panthers. Residing in the Sun-
shine State and led by ageless 
wonder Jaromir Jagr, the Pan-
thers are riding and 11-game win 
streak going into play on Sunday 
evening. With a rejuvenated 
Roberto Luongo and infused 
young talent with key leaders, 
the Panthers are a sound team 
for the league's top honor. This 
is all during questions of poor at-
tendance and possible future re-
location. Luckily, the attendance 
numbers are steadily increasing 
and there is.hope that the Pan-
thers bring some excitement 
back into a dying hockey state. 
Among other stories, the De-
partment of Player Safety con-
tinues to botch many calls and 
hands out differing suspensions 
for questionable calls. It is dif-
ficult to state that the wheel just 
turns and eventually lands on a 
fine, I-game, or 2-game suspen-
sion despite taking into account 
the hit. 
In lighter news, John Scott, 
well known enforcer got the nod 
from the fans in a somewhat re-
bellious vote to make a mockery 
of the all-star game. While some 
feel it is harmless, others dis-
agree and feel that another Ari-
this week 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Sat. @ Pacific, 3:00 p.m. 
The Saint Mary's women's 
basketball team (13-4, 4-2 
WCC) swept the Los Angeles 
schools at home and now hit the 
road to take on Pacific (9-8, 2-4 
WCC) Saturday afternoon in 
Stockton. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Thurs. vs. Pacific, 8:00 p.m. 
After dropping their first 
conference game of the season, 
Saint Mary's (14-2, 5-1 WCC) 
looks to get back on track 
against Pacific ( 4-11, 3-3 WCC) 
Thursday night at McKeon. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Fri. @ Cal Winter Invitational, 
All Day 
Sat. @ Cal Winter Invitational, 
All Day 
Sun. @ Cal Winter Invitational, 
All Day 
-Jamie Pawid and the women's 
tennis team returns for the 
2016 season as they get set 
to compete in the Cal Winter 
Invitational. Pawid is ranked 
No. 103 in the country while the 
team checks in at No. 45 in the 
ITA's first rankings of the new 
year. 
zona Coyote member deserved a 
spot instead. 
With all that said, the NHL did 
bring about the best rule change 
in the modern sports era. Three 
versus three overtime has daz-
zled fans and continually praise 
the NHL for their ability to take 
power away from the imperfect 
way to end a game, the shoot-
out. The ice is opened up to see 
star players take advantage and 
dazzled with dekes, snipes, and 
slapshots from every position 
on the ice. 
With half the season wrapped 
up, many will be looking forward 
to the lengthy playoffs that bring 
extra energy into every arena for 
on the best playoffs year round in 
the major sports. 
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Gaels upend LMU and Pepperdine to stay afloat in wee play 
BY ALEX CROOK 
ASSIS Tr' ED TOR 
The women's basketball team 
picked up a couple of confidence-
building victories last week as 
the Gaels upended Loyola Mary-
moun t and Pepperdine inside 
the friendly confines of McKeon 
Pavilion. 
The Gaels (13-4, 4-2 WCC) 
first hosted Loyola Marymount 
Thursday night in a poor shooting 
night for both teams. Despite put-
ting up a disappointing 32.3 field 
goal percentage, Paul Thomas' 
team held the Lions to just 29.2 
percent from the field. Senior 
guard Lauren Nicholson notched a 
double-double with 15 points and 
10 rebounds to lead the Gaels to 
their third conference win of the 
season. Both Learns combined for 
22 turnovers and 95 rebounds in 
the Gaels' 72-57win. 
Saint Mary's continued their 
winning ways Saturday with 
an 88-72 win over Pepperdine, 
sparked by Nicholson's 23 points 
which included a perfect 6-6 from 
Saint Mary's 
LMU 
the free throw line. 
"It's amazing what she's done 
over the course of her year," laud-
ed Thomas of his senior guard. 
"She's increased her scoring; she's 
increased almost every statistical 
category since she's been here. 
She's our leader out on the floor, 
she handles the ball, we post her 
up. we do a lot of things with her 
out on the floor and she responds 
positively every time." 
Thomas also praised Samira 
McDonald in similar fashion. 
McDonald dished out seven as-
sists Saturday afternoon. "She's 
been huge for us. She's been the 
guard with the ball in her hands, 
she's been delivering the ball to 
the right people, and I'm just super 
proud of Samira." 
The Waves proved to be a chal-
lenge in the opening minutes, but 
Saint Mary's still shot 85. 7 percent 
before the game's first timeout at 
the 4:37 mark of the first frame. 
Saint Mary's would pull ahead in 
the second quarter and close the 
half on an 8-2 run in the final 3:40 
to take a 43-31 lead into halftime. 
"I think we did a very good job of 
getting defensive stops and doing 
a really good job on the offensive 
end," remarked Thomas on his 
team's ability to pull ahead in the 
second quarter. 
"We had 19 assists on 33 bas-
kets, I think that was a big key. 
ove• visiting Pepperdine 'ln S?•urday after~oC'n (Courtesy cl SMC Gaels). 
When you play defense, and con-
test their shots, and we came down 
on our offensive end and did a very 
goodjob of taking good shots." 
Pepperdine came out of the 
break recharged, hitting their 
first three 3-pointers and holding 
"We had 19 assists on 
33 baskets, I think that 
was a big key. When 
you play defense, and 
contest their shots, 
and we came down on 
our offensive end and 
did a very good job of 
taking good shots." 
Saint Mary's to just 44.4 percent 
shooting all through the first five 
minutes, but the Gaels still clung 
to a 13-point advantage and ended 
the third quarter with a 66-51 lead. 
The Waves began to piece to-
gether a fourth-quarter comeback 
behind two early threes and an 
and-one from Olivia Ogwumike. 
Saint Mary's 
Pepperdine 
• • •• 
Saint Mary's pushed back accord-
ingly though, and behind some 
clutch playmaking, staved off the 
Waves and powered ahead for 
the win. 
"I did shoot the ball a little 
bit better today than previous 
games," remarked Nicholson. "We 
just worked the ball better today 
around than we have in other 
games and created easier shots 
and easier baskets for myself and 
others to make." 
The two performances against 
the Los Angeles schools have 
shown to be testaments to the 
team's success so far this year. 
Saint Mary's may be in the middle 
of the wee at 4-2, but their non-
conference slate has primed them 
for success in the latter part of the 
season. 
Saint Mary's enjoyed success 
on the other side of the hill earlier 
in the year, taking home the Cal 
Tournament championship after 
upsetting the Golden Bears along 
with Villanova, both of which pit-
ted the Gaels against double digit 
d ti.cits. The Gaels have als~ 
back from shortfalls of ten or more 
points in wins against Wyoming, 
Fresno State, Cal Poly, and USD. 
Saint Mary's now embarks on 
a three game road-trip beginning 
Saturday at Pacific before heading 
north to Gonzaga and Portland. 
European futbol: Five talking points worth paying attention to 
BY ELIZABETH MAGNO 
~D fOR 
Let's talk about soccer, spe-
cifically European fUtbol. The 
2015-2016 season is halfway 
over and events already worth 
noting have occurred. Here's a 
simple breakdown. 
1) Jose Mourinho Gets 
Sacked 
On Dec. 17, 2015, one of the 
world's most successful man-
agers "mutually parted ways" 
with one of Premier League's 
biggest names: Chelsea. It's 
safe to say that Chelsea's had 
a bit of a rough season. At the 
time Chelsea chose to part ways 
with the Portuguese manager, 
Chelsea was looking at a record 
of 4-4-9, something highly un-
usual for Chelsea. Typically, 
Premier League fans, rather a 
large percentage of flltbol fans, 
are accustomed to seeing Chel-
sea's name occupying one of the 
top five spots in Premier League 
standings. It is safe to say that 
the parting between Chelsea 
and Mourinho was the safest op-
tion, seeing that The Blues were 
making negative progress. On a 
bright note, Mourinho did not 
leave the club empty-handed. 
The manager has secured eight 
trophies with Chelsea, includ-
ing three Premier League titles 
and three League Cup trophies, 
over the span of two managing 
stints. 
2) Pep Guardiola to the Pre-
mier League 
Over the course of the past 
eight years, Pep Guardiola has 
led a successful managing ca-
reer. It all started in the 2008-
2009 La Liga season, the same 
season he led FC Barcelona to 
the club's first treble - also 
the first Spanish team to ac-
complish the feat. At the end of 
2011-2012 season, the Catalonia 
native decided to depart from 
the club after winning 14 tro-
phies with Barc;:a. Signing with 
FC Bayern Munich for the 2013-
2014 as the club's new manager, 
Guardiola has continued his 
success. Though he has not won 
14 trophies with the Bundesliga 
giants, Guardiola has some ac-
colades: one UEFA Super Cup, 
a Club World Cup, a Bundesliga 
league title, and a DFB Cup. 
Guardiola's contract expires at 
the end of the current season 
and he's decided that parting 
ways with the German club 
would suit his wants the most. 
Seeing that Guardiola has been 
one of the most successful, if not 
the most successful, coaches in 
the past decade, it's only natural 
that he receives multiple offers. 
But, it seems that the iconic 
coach already has his decisions 
narrowed down. The next stop: 
Premier League. Top contend-
ers: Manchester City FC and 
Manchester United FC. 
3) Florentino Perez Did Not 
Like Rafa Benitez 
Similar to Mourinho, Rafa 
Benitez has parted ways with 
Real Madrid CF. But here are 
some key differences to note: 
Mourinho left after two and a 
half years while Benitez had 
a seven-month experience. 
Mourinho took home eight 
trophies, Benitez zero. Chel-
sea was close to the relegation 
area at the time of Mourinho's 
departure. When Benitez left, 
Real Madrid was in third place 
behind Atletico Madrid and 
Barcelona. Third place doesn't 
sound too bad, but in the eyes 
of Florentino Perez, it was atro-
cious. As if third place was bad 
enough, Real Madrid suffered a 
thrashing in the season's first 
El Clasico, losing to Barc;:a 0-4. 
Real Madrid has been expelled 
from the Copa de! Rey due to 
their fielding of an ineligible 
player, Denis Cheryshev. To top 
things off, Benitez just didn't get 
along with the team's superstar, 
Cristiano Ronaldo. If Cristiano 
isn't happy, no one is happy. 
Had Perez let Benitez stay for 
the rest of the season, maybe 
Benitez could've redeemed 
himself. 
4) Barcelona Wins the 
Quintuple 
Guardiola made history with 
the 2008-2009 squad, and the 
2014-2015 team simply added 
to the history books. Led by 
Luis Enrique, this time around, 
the Blaugrana are the first team 
ever to win a second triple. 
This came when Barc;:a defeated 
Atleti at the Vincente Calderon 
for the La Liga title, the win 
over Athletic Bilbao at Camp 
Nou for the Cope del Rey trophy, 
and a huge win over Juventus in 
Berlin to claim the 2015 UEFA 
Champions League title. But 
a triple just wasn't enough for 
Enrique and his squad. Two 
more trophies were added to 
the list. At the beginning of 
the current season, Barcelona 
defeated Sevilla 5-4 to take the 
UEFA Super Cup. And to top 
it all off, Barc;:a was recently 
crowned club world champions 
when the team defeated Argen-
tina's River Plate in the Club 
World Cup final. It would have 
been something if Barcelona 
achieved a second sextuple, but 
the club will have to settle with 
a quintuple. 
5) Serie A Still Exists 
Over in the Italian league, the 
race for the league's top spot 
is a close one. FC Inter Milan 
leads the league with 39 overall 
points, but close behind is SSC 
Napoli and ACF Fiorentina, 
both with 38 points. Fiorentina 
had a chance to take first place 
in the standings, that is, until 
the club lost to Lazio last week. 
By the end of the week, it's very 
probable that Inter Milan and 
Napoli will remain in the top 
two spots. And while these three 
clubs are in a tight race, coming 
close is Juventus, winners of 
Serie A in the previous season. 
Although they occupy the fourth 
place spot with 36 points, a win 
on Sunday could movie them 
into the third place spot over 
Fiorentina. 
It will be interesting to see 
what happens this coming 
month. Zinedine Zidane gets 
his first taste as the new Real 
Madrid manager. Louis van Gaal 
is still trying to lead Manchester 
United to the top of the Pre-
mier League. The FIFA Ballon 
d'Or winner will be announced. 
Laurent Blanc's Paris Saint-
Germain squad will continue 
to dominate Ligue 1. And, the 
January transfer window is offi-
cially open, so clubs will do what 
they can to steal Lionel Messi 
and/or Cristiano Ronaldo from 
their respective clubs. 
